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after converting my wordstar files into a word file, i opened it and
used the menu in word to insert a table of contents (toc). i then saved
the file, renamed it, and put it back into the wordstar document. the
conversion works great, but i cannot get the conversion to retain the
original toc. is there a way to keep the original toc? microsoft's
wordstar is the most popular word processor on the macintosh and
windows. wordstar is designed to do the same job as word,
wordperfect and wordperfect writer on the macintosh and microsoft
word on windows. the main difference between wordstar and the rest
of the word processors is that it has an easy to use interface.
wordstar is aimed at people who do not want to spend a lot of time
learning about word processing and who do not want to spend too
much time doing things like finding an alternative word processor that
is more powerful. wordstar is designed to let you do what you want to
do in the minimum time and with the minimum effort. you can do
simple things like adding bullets to your text and creating bulleted
lists, or you can do complicated things like creating forms, creating
tables and creating or customising your own templates. just like word
97/2000, the latest version of word also needs access to the windows
api. however, unlike the older version, which only included activex
controls, the latest version is also compatible with internet explorer 8
and 9. i have found for the most part, the newer versions of office and
word are far better than the older versions. i have not used the older
versions in some time and have no idea how the newer versions
compare.
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wordstar is a robust, feature-packed, and popular word processing
program, which was created in the 1980s. it can easily convert

wordstar files to other word processing programs like microsoft word
and openoffice.org writer. the conversion process is easy, and once
the files are converted, you can edit them as normal. once they are

saved, they can be opened with any program that can read and write
wordstar files. this means that you can use wordstar files on your new

computer or on the web. wordstar 2008 is the latest version, and it
has a new feature that will automatically remove empty lines from
wordstar files. wordstar is a powerful, feature-rich word processing

program that is compatible with the microsoft word and
openoffice.org writer programs. you may be able to convert your
wordstar files to other formats, including html, pdf, and mediawiki

formats. to convert wordstar files to these formats, you may need to
install a converter that converts wordstar files into the new formats.
for example, you may be able to use a converter to convert wordstar
files into html, html, or mediawiki formats. these formats are popular

with the internet and web development. microsoft word 2016 is a
word processor developed by microsoft. it was first released to

manufacturing in september 2014 and publicly released on january
14, 2016. it is the successor to microsoft word and word perfect. it is

the third microsoft word processor after word and word perfect.
microsoft word has a new ribbon-like interface with a new and

improved user interface. microsoft word 2016 is an upgrade of the
previous version of the word processor called microsoft word 2013.

microsoft word also includes a new task pane with more than 100 new
templates. it has two preview versions: preview and express.
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